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Notes & URLs for this presentation can be found… 

» underneath the link to this slide on granneman.com 
» at files.granneman.com/presentations/webdev/CSS-

for-Designers.txt

http://files.granneman.com/presentations/webdev/CSS-for-Designers.txt


Boxes! 
It’s All Boxes!



Everything on a webpage is laid out with boxes (& boxes 
within boxes, & boxes within boxes within boxes…)













Box Model



You buy a Chinese vase as 
a present…



To protect it, you put it in a 
box with peanuts…



…& then wrap it with 
festive paper





Vase

Packing

Cardboard Box

Wrapping





Padding is on the inside of the border 

Padding is transparent, so you cannot change its color





Border styles 

» none: no border shows, & computed border-width is 0 
» hidden: same as none, even in table cells with border-
collapse: collapse (unlike none, which shows the 
border) 

» dotted: • • • • • • 
» dashed: - - - - - - 
» solid: —————— 
» double:  
» groove: 3D effect going in 
» ridge: 3D effect going out 
» inset: makes box appear embedded 
» outset: 3D effect that makes box appear embossed





Margins are on the outside of the border (the opposite 
of padding, which is on the inside) 

Always transparent



Margin collapsing 

Top and bottom margins of blocks are sometimes 
combined (collapsed) into a single margin whose size is 
the largest of the margins combined into it





overflow

On a block-level element, what to do if content overflows its box 

overflow: visible 
Display overflow content (default) 

overflow: hidden 
Clip content 

overflow: scroll 
Render scroll bars all the time 

overflow: auto 
Show scroll bars only if content overflows



Floats



float

Element taken out of normal flow & placed along left or 
right side of its container, where text & inline elements 
will wrap around it





Floats are used to create multi-column layouts, but it 
was never intended for that purpose (& there will soon 
be better ways to do that: flexbox & grid)



Backgrounds



Backgrounds are complex 

Lots of properties 

Can be layered: multiple background layers 

Difficult concepts











2 CSS declarations create that effect: 

background-position: center

background-size: cover



background-position 4 1 1 1 Y Y

Multiple backgrounds 9 1.3 1 3.6 2.3 6.1

4-value syntax 9 >7 25 13 — —



background-size 9 4.1 3 4 2.3 5.1

contain & cover 9 4.1 3 3.6 – –

SVG ? ? ? 8 ? ?



background-attachment

Specifies if & how background images scroll 

Values 
» scroll: scrolls with the page (default) 
» fixed: fixed within the viewport & does not scroll 
» local: scrolls with the content of its container



background-

attachment
4 1 1 1 2.1 3.2

Multiple 
backgrounds

9 1.3 1 3.6 2.1 3.2

local 9 5 4 25 ? ?



Background Layers



Every background layer can have every background 
property except background-color 

Only the bottom layer can use background-color



Background layers do not have a z-index property 

They stack in the order they appear in the style sheet 

1st background layer in CSS is rendered as top layer in 
the browser 

Last background layer in CSS is rendered as bottom 
layer in the browser



Gradients



<gradient>

A CSS <image> made from a progressive transition 
between 2 or more colors 

2 types of gradients 
» linear: progresses in a single direction 
» radial: radiates outward from a point 

Both can repeat



Linear

Radial



linear-gradient* 10 >7 26 10
2.3 

(-webkit) 

4.4

6.1 
(-webkit) 

7.1

radial-gradient* 10 7 25 10
2.3 

(-webkit) 

4.4

6.1 
(-webkit) 

7.1

* Using correct finalized syntax



Border Effects



border-image

Draws an image on the borders of elements 

Don’t use it



border-image 11 6 16 15 2.1* 3.2*

* Requires vendor prefix



border-radius

Rounds corners or turns boxes into circles







May 1981: Steve Jobs & crew are developing the 
Macintosh 

“Steve suddenly got more intense. ‘Rectangles with 
rounded corners are everywhere! Just look around this 
room!’. And sure enough, there were lots of them, like 
the whiteboard and some of the desks and tables. Then 
he pointed out the window. ‘And look outside, there's 
even more, practically everywhere you look!’. He even 
persuaded Bill to take a quick walk around the block 
with him, pointing out every rectangle with rounded 
corners that he could find. … Over the next few months, 
roundrects worked their way into various parts of the 
user interface, and soon became indispensable.”



border-radius 9 5 5 4 2.1* 3.2*

Elliptical borders Y Y Y 3.5 ? ?

4 values for 4 corners Y 5 4 Y ? ?

Percentages 9 5.1 5 4 3 4.1

* Requires vendor prefix



box-shadow

Creates attractive shadow effects on elements





box-shadow 9 5.1 10 4 2.2* 5

Multiple shadows 9 5.1 10 4 ? 5

inset 9 5.1 10 4 ? 5

Spread radius 9 5.1 10 4 ? 5

* Requires vendor prefix



opacity



opacity

Uses opacity to make an element & everything it 
contains transparent 

Value is a <number> between 0 & 1









Blending 



<blend-mode>

Method for blending overlapping images or colors (as 
in Photoshop or Illustrator) 

Not yet supported



color

color-burn

color-dodge

darken

difference

exclusion

hard-light

hue

lighten

luminosity

multiply

normal

overlay

saturation

screen

soft-light



<blend-mode>



Animation



Can really add polish & impact 

Less is more (& the lesser, the better) 

Have a (good) purpose





Media-Specific 
CSS



CSS allows you to change how content is presented on 
different media without having to change the content 
itself or code



Media Queries Level 4* defines 4 media types 

» all: all media type devices (default) 
» print: printers & Print Preview 
» speech: screenreaders (was aural) 
» screen: “all devices that aren’t matched by print or 

speech”

* Working Draft as of June 3, 2014



A webpage should not look the same on a desktop & on 
a phone 

Likewise, a webpage should not look the same on a 
screen & on paper (& it was never intended to!)











@media 9 1.3 1 1 1 3.1

Media 
Features

9 4 21 3.5 2.1 3.2



Thank you! 

scott@granneman.com 
www.granneman.com 
ChainsawOnATireSwing.com 
@scottgranneman 

jans@websanity.com 
websanity.com
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Changelog 

2015-01-16 1.1: Added margin collapsing; fixed Saint 
Louis Zoo print image; added Blending; updated 
compatibility chart in Media-Specific CSS 
2015-01-15 1.0: Created presentation from other 
presentations; added new content



Licensing of this work 

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License. 
 

To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/. 

You are free to: 

» Share — copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format 
» Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the material for any purpose, even commercially 

Under the following terms: 

Attribution. You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were 
made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses 
you or your use. Give credit to: 

Scott Granneman • www.granneman.com • scott@granneman.com 

Share Alike. If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you must distribute your contributions 
under the same license as the original. 

No additional restrictions. You may not apply legal terms or technological measures that legally restrict 
others from doing anything the license permits. 

Questions? Email scott@granneman.com


